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Object: Civil Aviation Trade Dispute
Trade Unions formally ask the addressees to start a debate on the crisis of the national
civil aviation industry, in the presence of whoever could make an effective contribution to

the discussions, in search of an initiative that can handle this impending industrial,
economic and social emergency.
The liberalized Italian civil aviation sector experiences a strong and worsening economic
suffering. This structural crisis has deep roots in the lack of a system of rules. In fact,
unlike much of the rest of Europe, Italy relied on the self-regulation of the market. Other
European countries felt the need to carry out liberalization policies within a legal
framework, providing for social clauses that make a difference between the civil aviation
industry in Italy and in other western countries.
The last two decades have been characterized by frequent social distress, unease
amongst national and international passengers, dumping, corporate bankruptcy, job losses
and breach of Italian law by foreign companies (unique case in Europe).
Furthermore, the unilateral initiatives of some companies do not represent a valid solution,
but rather make the situation worse, with delays in drawing up the new National Collective
Labour Agreement for civil aviation.
The worsening crisis hits all the civil aviation companies, whose competition is founded on
under price fares, worsening working conditions and quality of services, outsourcing and
subcontracting. Massive dismissals, the legislative modifications occurred (retirement) and
the upcoming ones (ddl Fornero) promote the further fragmentation of the system of
protections and guarantees hardly achieved by trade unions through the corporate crisis
management plans in civil aviation. Social distress is now reaching the point of no return,
so the time has arrived to open a negotiating table on Italian civil aviation system, in order
to strike a balance, as happened all over Europe.
In the light of the foregoing, Trade Unions ask the addressees to convene stakeholders
meetings on the civil aviation trade dispute. Unions also preannounce that they will support
the dispute through the mobilization of all civil aviation workers.
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